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T
he astounding growth in demand for 

 Internet video and other OTT content  

driven by “Broadband First” consumer  

behavior is a huge challenge for operators. Content 

caching can help. Bringing content closer — local — 

to consumers improves Quality of Experience and 

lowers costs. And, local content delivery is evolving 

to go beyond caching to include other capabilities  

to optimize networks for quality and cost, and do  

so in an SDN/NFV environment. Local content  

delivery platforms can also be the basis for  

monetization of OTT traffic.
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The Evolution to 

Local Content Delivery

Video Exploding; Networks Groaning … 
and Subscribers Groaning Too

Streaming video is now a fully mainstream activity. Today’s toddlers 

are watching videos on their parents’ iPhones and grandparents are  

streaming movies. content sources continue to proliferate, and the 

internet is the assumed distribution method. as video consumption 

moves to an on-demand model, viewers retain their quality  

expectations no matter what device or what service they use. This  

puts huge demands on operator’s “last mile” networks. Beyond video,  

downloads of software, games, music, photo sharing, and cloud-based 

storage all add to the network traffic load.

 “Broadband First” describes today’s content consumption behavior. 

Whether they’re paying for a cable subscription or not, consumers  

are switching to broadband as their primary means of accessing  

entertainment content. Watching regular Tv programs, movies, or  

live sporting events, Broadband First consumers spend more time  
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streaming internet content to their laptops, connected Tvs, tablets  

and phones, than watching traditional linear Tv. and these customers 

don’t just want the convenience of any device, anywhere, anytime,   

they expect high quality no matter the device or location. While  

Millennials (the 18-34 age group) are obvious members of the  

Broadband First demographic — using digital platforms for 33% of  

the time they spend watching original Tv programs — the trend goes  

beyond age. The magnitude of the impact of Broadband First 

behavior is best seen by looking at broadband data consumption per 

household. according to data from Sandvine’s Global internet  

Phenomena report, around 15% of uS broadband households are 

‘heavy users’, consuming online an equivalent of 100 hours of television 

a month, or 7x more than an average subscriber. These ‘heavy users’ 

also consume the majority of monthly network traffic.

 

Studies have shown that 20-40% of consumers globally (25% in north 

america) encounter issues every time, most of the time, or half of the 

time they stream or download. obviously Quality of experience (Qoe) 

is suffering. With QoE a big element in overall customer satisfaction, 

operators need to pay close attention to the streaming experience, 

especially as competition escalates.
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What’s an Operator to Do?

The volume and quality expectations associated with the video  

explosion are straining operator networks. continued adoption of 

Broadband First behavior, increased availability of internet-based con-

tent services, and the move to Ultra High-Definition (4K) video that is 

already underway will all further magnify delivery challenges.

To accommodate the demand for quality, operators of all types have 

invested in broadband network upgrades offering last mile speeds 

in excess of 100Mbps. unfortunately, those capital investments have 

not fully solved the challenge of delivering the performance subscribers 

expect. They don’t address the need to reduce latency of access to 

content, and fail to produce proportional improvement in application 

performance. in fact, in some situations, operators have seen their 

superior last mile offering fail to either curb customer churn or achieve 

good standing in third-party regulatory or private benchmarks. Some 

operators have also accepted proprietary caches from a handful of 

large content distributors, only to find that approach to be a partial 

solution that brings its own operational, strategic, and — potentially — 

regulatory challenges.
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Go Local !

The industry has now reached a tipping point; new approaches are 

needed to deliver the demanded volume and quantity of internet video 

and other oTT content. instead of needing to be streamed across the 

broader internet for each access — even if aided by a global cDn —  

the most popular content must be brought closer to end-subscribers for 

faster delivery. a local approach to content delivery allows operators  

to deliver globally-originated content from a local source, assuring  

QoE and offloading the network yielding significant costs savings.

 

Local content delivery offers an open CDN-like layer that sits within  

and augments next-generation broadband networks, resolving the  

performance and scale bottlenecks seen in today’s global content  

delivery model, thereby allowing operators to realize the network  

investments they have made.

In contrast to scaled out global CDNs, local content delivery offers 

dense subscriber coverage in a low footprint, serving 5,000-100,000 

subscribers per node. and, it does so across input from global cDns, 

content services and applications. The local delivery layer can further 
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act as an extension of global cDns into an operator’s network,  

potentially even integrating with multiple global cDns and content 

services using open aPi-based architecture. in another contrast to the 

access-agnostic global delivery approach, local delivery can integrate 

with existing broadband access network capabilities, including QoS 

management, charging, policy and traffic steering.

By delivering video, Web, media and live streaming content in close 

proximity to the users, local content delivery eliminates content access 

latency, increases content delivery scale by 1-2 orders of magnitude 

(e.g. serving 10,000 subscribers v. 1M), reduces end-to-end network 

costs by over 50%, and enables the sustained throughput required by 

High-Definition and Ultra High-Definition (4K) video applications.

one key element of local content delivery is the ability to cache  

internet content. The caching element stores popular content in the  

operator’s network for local delivery to end subscribers, instead of 

needing to retrieve it each and every time from a remote content 

source. This speeds delivery of the content, which both lowers  

bandwidth consumption and improves subscriber Qoe. The caching  

and delivery can be done either on a statistical basis, by detecting the  

most requested content, or in accordance with an operator’s own  

business rules.

               



PeerApp is 
proud to have 

over 450 customers 
globally, helping 

them to speed 
delivery up to 12 

times or more and 
lower bandwidth 

costs by 50% 
or more.
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internet content caching (also known as transparent caching, or  

sometimes open content caching) has been available for some time, 

bringing many benefits to consumers, content owners and operators 

alike. Peerapp is proud to have over 450 customers globally, helping 

them to speed delivery up to 12 times or more and lower bandwidth 

costs by 50% or more. Peerapp is also leading the market evolution  

to creation of a local content delivery platform, which goes beyond 

content caching.

 

 in addition to content caching, a local content delivery platform  

needs to encompass several capabilities, including:  live streaming,  

network storage, TcP optimization, network quality of service, and  

differentiated subscriber charging. These can be provided directly by 

the platform or through integration with existing capabilities,  

depending on an operator’s unique needs or preferences.

 

The delivery of these capabilities goes hand in hand with larger SDn/

nFv network transformation. in the context of SDn/nFv architecture, 

the local content delivery elements act as virtualized network functions 

(vnF), participating in service chaining use cases, and tapping into  

elastic resource management, economies of scale, and intelligent  

traffic steering capabilities, offered by such architectures.



Benefits of  
Local Content Delivery

Both consumers and operators benefit from local content delivery.

as mentioned above, Qoe has a high impact on subscriber satisfaction. 

With local content delivery, buffering and stalls should be eliminated, 

improving the viewing experience and thereby retaining or improving 

the consumers’ satisfaction with his service provider. in extreme cases, 

the consumer may find himself with ‘bragging rights’ among friends and 

social networks about the quality of his experience.

Many operators stake their brand — and brand differentiation —  

on quality, and must deliver on their brand promise. For any operator — 

regardless of strategic focus — service pricing that doesn’t align with 

quality can result in churn. Meeting subscriber expectations on quality 

is essential to churn reduction, and can also lead to upsell, both  

improving roi of last-mile investments. in addition to delivering high 

Qoe to their subscribers, local content delivery can positively impact 

operational effectiveness: 
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· Reduce costs – local content delivery reduces bandwidth  

    consumption, which in turn reduces caPeX and oPeX by lowering or  

    delaying peering/transit costs, costs of network core upgrades, and    

    costs of internal leased circuits, where applicable.

· Retain Full netwoRk contRol – local content delivery offers  

    an attractive alternative to the “zoo of caches” scenario created    

    when a collection of private caches, operated by 3rd party content 

    publishers and cDns, are installed in the operator’s network. on the 

    operational level, operators have no visibility into the “zoo” of private 

    caches; cannot apply their own differentiation of delivery; and cannot 

    reliably scale and migrate the footprint, or realize resource 

    efficiencies, offered by a common hardware platform. From the 

    regulatory point of view, by embedding private caches from one 

    tenant, operators potentially expose themselves to a risk of having     

    to embed caches from all current and future tenants.

· enhance netwoRk ManageMent – operators have to deal  

    with the increasingly complex task of managing network capacity 

    and traffic flows across one-off flash-crowd events and the ability    

    of content providers to steer traffic from one global CDN to another  

    in real-time based on performance metrics. By embedding a local  

    content delivery layer in the access network, operators are able to  

    both flatten out the viral peaks created by ‘events’ such as content  

    releases, massive software updates, live webcasts, and contain the 

    traffic shifts caused by serving popular content from multiple CDNs  

    in one location. Network offload provided by local content delivery  

    also relieves congested network interconnects, and offers leverage  

    in peering negotiations.



Local Content Delivery:   

a Platform that Supports  
Market Evolution

clearly, we are in an era of experimentation and learning as it relates  

to oTT content delivery. Moving content closer to the subscriber  

solves the immediate challenge of delivering content with the quality  

subscribers expect, though that should be considered just the  

beginning of the possibilities. a local content delivery platform can  

also be the basis for monetization of OTT traffic.

a local content delivery platform with open aPis adhering to industry 

standards can form the basis of services such as extending oTT content 

footprint capabilities into the “last mile” in a variety of business models. 

open aPis enable easy integration of global cDns and content  

publishers into the service provider network creating a highly scalable 

local content delivery channel. Potential capabilities and use-cases for 

such a channel include: 

· Pre-positioning “hot” content on the network edge ahead of release

· Full access to and visibility of content delivery and demand analytics

· enforcing strong network-based end user authentication

· re-use of existing federated authentication setup for oTT user  

    authorization

These new capabilities combined with the scalability of content  

caching open up the possibilities of new revenue streams while  

answering today’s content delivery challenge.
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Why PeerApp for Local  
Content Delivery?

it’s both an exciting and challenging time in the market for operators 

and to forge the right path ahead requires proven partners. Frost and 

Sullivan has named Peerapp the internet content caching leader.  

With more than 450 customers in over 100 countries, Peerapp’s local 

content delivery solutions offer service providers an open platform  

that augments broadband networks to accelerate internet content  

delivery. These solutions are based on Peerapp’s internet content  

caching and analytics products, as well as open APIs defined under  

the content Service extension open aPi initiative we pioneered with  

leading cDn service providers limelight networks and verizon Digital 

Media Solutions (formerly edgecast). With Peerapp, operators can  

deliver content up to 12 times faster for improved Quality of  

experience, while reducing network costs by 50% or more.  

With Peerapp, operators can accelerate experiences. anywhere.

PeerApp’s local 
content delivery 

solutions offer 
service providers 
an open platform 

that augments 
broadband 

networks to 
accelerate Internet 

content delivery.
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For more information:

www.peerapp.com 

@peerapp 

+1 617 795 0977


